MR enterography in Crohn’s disease: a perspective on methodology, interpretation and utility

This article reviews MR enterography (MRE), contrasts MRE to other available tests and provides recommendations for optimal use of MRE in the clinical management of Crohn’s disease. A review of Crohn’s disease and diagnostic approaches is introduced. MRE is described from a historical perspective, and a technical approach with key essential elements vital to optimal diagnostic yield is described. MRE is contrasted to disease activity index, capsule and optical endoscopy, small bowel follow-through or enteroclysis, and CT enterography. Key patterns of findings on MRE in correlation with pathological relationships are summarized. Recommendations for clinical use of MRE are then provided, including how to use MRE to direct therapeutic management.
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Our overarching aim is to provide an understanding of the pathology–imaging correlation between MR enterography (MRE) and histology in Crohn’s disease (CD). The authors draw from their investigation on this topic to provide an analysis of the essential diagnostic methodology for MRE to be successful for routine clinical application. There is emphasis on simplified acquisition techniques and maximizing patient exam tolerance by minimizing the requirement for bowel preparation and shortening overall exam times. We provide a series of case presentations to elucidate these principles. Essential technical considerations are described in relation to the MRE sequences. These technical considerations are not yet widely appreciated, and the intent is to provoke more detailed consideration of the techniques employed by radiologists caring for patients with CD. Additional aims of this article include contrasting between the histological components of CD to which MRE is sensitive to detection but to which other imaging tests (fluoroscopy and CT) and endoscopy fail to distinguish. Finally, the unique contribution of MRE for CD evaluation will be highlighted.

**Background**
There has been development of multiple diagnostic imaging methods in the evaluation of CD, yet there remains need for education and further validation of optimized utilization of the available imaging techniques, in conjunction with endoscopy and biopsy. General use of CT has increased markedly over the past 10 years, yet the optimal use of CT imaging in CD should be assessed in the context of balancing benefits against the risks of CT radiation-induced cancer [1–13]. Ultimately, the application of CT imaging must be judged against the more recently developed imaging techniques, namely MRE, which are devoid of damaging ionizing radiation.

Small bowel involvement of CD can be difficult to diagnose and to monitor. Endoscopy with biopsy is still generally viewed as a reference standard; however, very little of the small bowel is visualized, and these tests only evaluate the mucosa. Video capsule endoscopy (VCE) can visualize mucosal disease but is unable to provide tissue. Small bowel follow-through (SBFT) is relatively insensitive to mucosal disease, provides limited delineation of submucosal or deeper disease and requires use of ionizing radiation. Fluoroscopic enteroclysis, wherein contrast is administered into the duodenum with the use...
of a nasogastric tube, which can be cumbersome and uncomfortable for the patient. While fluoroscopic enteroclysis promises improved bowel distention and bowel wall morphologic imaging compared with SBFT, the technique is generally inconsistent and shares similar limitations as for SBFT.

CD is a transmural disease in which submucosal inflammation is responsible for tissue-destructive and penetrating disease, fibrotic disease, strictures and fistulae. These disease processes are responsible for the most serious morbidities and contrast with disease restricted to the mucosa, which is not associated with such sequelae. Currently, CT enterography and MRE are the only two imaging modalities that enable visualization of submucosal tissues throughout the entire small bowel, but MRE does not expose patients to ionizing radiation (Table 1). In addition, MRE provides key technical and diagnostic advantages that favor this imaging modality for CD initial diagnosis and monitoring.

**MRE technique: background**

MRE findings can include acute inflammation and chronic disease without inflammation. Other MRE findings may include intra-abdominal complications such as fistulae, tethering (potentially the beginnings of a fistula), abscesses and fibrotic stricturing with associated proximal bowel distension. MRE uses different imaging sequences to acquire images with contrast characteristics generally described as T₁-weighted (T₁W; fluid dark, fat bright), or T₂-weighted (T₂W; fluid bright, fat bright). There are a variety of T₁W and T₂W sequences to select, but the most useful for bowel imaging include the 3D-gradient echo T₁W and the single-shot T₂W techniques [14,15]. T₁W images are acquired after administration of gadolinium-based contrast to selectively enhance diseased bowel wall. Since inflamed bowel and fat both produce high signal on T₁W and gadolinium-enhanced T₁W images, the naturally occurring fat surrounding bowel can interfere with visualizing disease. Fat-suppressed (FS) single-shot techniques are critical to improve disease complicity. If the adjacent fat is completely darkened by FS, the diseased bowel generates a high signal that becomes highly conspicuous. T₁W gadolinium-enhanced FS and T₂W single-shot images with and without FS are the foundation for diagnosing and characterizing CD. Regular T₂W single-shot images depict bowel wall morphology. FS, single-shot T₂W images, such as spectral presaturation attenuated inversion recovery (SPAIR), are critical for assessment of edema and inflammation related to active CD [14,15]. Various T₂ FS techniques are widely used. Our experience has identified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structures and disease processes</th>
<th>MRE</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>Endoscopy ± mucosal biopsy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mucosa</td>
<td>Insensitive</td>
<td>Insensitive</td>
<td>Highly sensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submucosa and deeper tissues</td>
<td>Sensitive even with poor bowel preparation. High specificity between inflammation and chronic without inflammation</td>
<td>Sensitive with excellent bowel preparation (distension). Insensitive if bowel not well prepared. Poor specificity between inflammation and chronic without inflammation</td>
<td>Insensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fistula</td>
<td>Sensitive. Sensitive and specific regarding extra-enteric soft tissues, including genitourinary structures</td>
<td>Sensitive. Moderate to poor sensitivity and specificity for extra-enteric soft tissues</td>
<td>Insensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perianal fistula</td>
<td>Sensitive</td>
<td>Insensitive</td>
<td>Insensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abscess</td>
<td>Sensitive. Sensitive and specific regarding inflammation</td>
<td>Sensitive but nonspecific regarding soft tissues involved or inflammation</td>
<td>Insensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstruction</td>
<td>Moderate to high sensitivity, dependent upon degree of distension. High specificity, often showing tethering fibrotic bands or foci of adhesion</td>
<td>Moderate to high sensitivity, dependent upon degree of distension. High specificity dependent upon morphology of bowel showing stricture or tenting related to tethering</td>
<td>Moderate to poor sensitivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MRE: MR enterography.
Data taken from [14,15,22,27,28].
the frequency-selective SPAIR as the optimal technique with the ability to isolate water signal by employing selective fat inversion with a nonslice-selective adiabatic inversion that is insensitive to loss of mesenteric FS that would otherwise occur from bowel peristalsis using earlier slice-selective techniques [14].

**MRE technique: historical perspective**

Earlier work on MRE attempted to replicate the luminography of a SBFT or a small bowel enema exam. Much like the fluoroscopic studies, these MR counterparts achieved bowel distension by administering a large volume of fluid either by mouth (MRE) or by enteric tube (MR enteroclysis). Water-based methods of bowel distension detailed the bowel lumen as bright on T2W techniques and as dark on T1W techniques. T2W images were acquired rapidly, using single-shot, echo-train, spin echo images with thick 5–8 cm sections. In order to augment bowel distension, several techniques were employed to slow the absorption of water. Example methods included adding 2.5% mannitol, a nondigested carbohydrate, to increase the osmotic load and to slow water absorption in the jejunum. In an effort to improve visualization of the terminal ileum and the large bowel, rectal water enemas have been used. Studies have shown MR luminography with bowel distension is achievable by administering 1000–1200 ml of water-based contrast by mouth 20–30 min prior to the examination. This water-based contrast agent can be accompanied by metoclopramide or erythromycin dosed intravenously to promote gastric emptying [16,17].

**MRE technique: the latest updates**

Progressive experience over the past 10 years has led to the following conclusions and contrasts to both the early descriptions of MRE and to CT and fluoroscopy techniques (specific MRE sequence details are listed in [14,15]). By achieving significant improvements in the diagnostic quality of MRE sequence techniques, we have significantly relaxed the requirement for bowel lumen distention. These sequence techniques rely on T1W single-shot images coupled with SPAIR for optimal FS [14] and T1W contrast-enhanced imaging using latest generation 3D gradient echo (3D GRE) to improve contrast and edge sharpness. Of particular note, we have found that we do not require an enteroclysis level of distention [15]. Oral contrast or no added luminal contrast is sufficient in most patients. Routine water-based contrast agents used for CT are equally useful for MRE. Even if the patient is unwell and unable to take an oral agent, we proceed with the examination and find these studies similarly diagnostic in the setting of chronic/active CD. In comparison, CT and fluoroscopic techniques are usually nondiagnostic without an enteroclysis level of bowel distention. Even in lean patients, MRE remains diagnostically sensitive and generates ample bowel wall contrast. This technique contrasts with CT, which benefits progressively from increased levels of intra-abdominal fat to separate bowel loops. While prior MRE studies have discussed potential benefits of rectal water enemas for visualization of terminal ileum CD, we have found that further improvements in the MRI techniques, including improvements in fat suppression and in 3D GRE, have reduced the need for colon water distension [15].

In summary, the benefits of a simplified MRE technique [15] include a faster exam, optimal patient comfort, improved compliance with the study and improved diagnostic yield. Simplification of oral contrast administration is achieved by using readily available and inexpensive CT oral contrast agents. By reducing the required degree of bowel lumen contrast distension, as compared to enteroclysis, and minimizing the need for rectal contrast, MRE becomes markedly more convenient for technologists and comfortable for patients. These are important developments and advantages, particularly when comparing to other diagnostic techniques and when considering the young age of most CD patients.

**A summary of MRE findings in CD**

The features of CD shown by MRE are summarized in Table 2. On T1W images these findings include:
- Bowel wall thickening with increased enhancement in the delayed images;
- Stranding extending into the mesenteric border fat and increased size and number of vessels;
- Accordion-like compression and thickening of folds asymmetrically involving the mesenteric side of the small bowel having a tethered appearance;
- Reactive enlarged adjacent mesenteric nodes.

On T2W imaging common features of CD include:
Bowel wall thickening with increased signal in and adjacent to the abnormal bowel (on FS images) showing active inflammation;

Fluid accumulation in adjacent intraperitoneal and mesenteric spaces.

An interpretive approach to a thickened bowel wall segment is based on one of three key diagnostic characterizations of CD required for therapeutic decisions:

Active inflammation: enhancement on post-gadolinium T1W images coupled with bowel wall thickening in addition to high signal intensity on T2W-SPAIR FS images (Figures 1 & 2);

Chronic disease without active inflammation: bowel wall thickening and enhancement on post-gadolinium T1W images coupled with bowel wall thickening in addition to low signal intensity on T2W-SPAIR FS images with possible stenosis and obstruction (Figure 3);

Chronic disease with active inflammation: features that overlap with active inflammation with thickened bowel wall showing both increased T2 signal and retained contrast on T1W images. A symptomatic patient with these findings requires longitudinal repeated MRE scanning after therapy has been instituted to show the effect as measured by resolution of the elevated T2 signal. Findings of residual thickening and retained contrast are features of chronic disease [14,15].

Complicated CD is almost always a marker of a patient with relapsing and chronic disease, and the most common of these features can be shown on MRE, including:

- Fistulae, tethering and strictures (Figure 4);
- Bowel obstruction;
- Extra-enteric collections, abscesses and perianal disease (Figure 5).

Identifying active inflammation is rarely an interpretive problem on MRE. One important aspect of MRE interpretation is that active inflammation can mask underlying fibrosis related to chronic disease of the bowel wall (Table 2). The presence or absence of underlying fibrosis in this setting is of lesser immediate consequence as active inflammation requires treatment. In the setting of active inflammation, longitudinal MRE evaluation is implemented to confirm improvement of active inflammation and to then evaluate for the presence of unmasked chronic fibrotic disease. After therapy for active inflammation, the fibrotic burden can be assessed, and this information used for management decisions, including the role of surgery.

Clinical use of small bowel MRE

Currently, enteric disease activity is most frequently assessed with surgical technique, capsule endoscopy, and/or endoscopy, accompanied with tissue biopsy [18–21]. These techniques suffer from inherent limitations, such as the invasive nature of endoscopy or the restricted use of capsule endoscopy in clinical scenarios of bowel stenosis or obstruction. While these techniques demonstrate high fidelity in detecting mucosal-only disease, they lack the ability to detect the disease extent within the submucosa and the serosa–mesentery [22].

Several different MRE techniques have been employed for transmural evaluation of the small bowel. Some studies have solely relied on assessing the perfusion pattern of the bowel wall [23]. Other techniques have attempted to evaluate inflammatory activity by employing a multi-parameter, MRE-based scoring system [24,25].

Table 2. MR enterography findings of normal bowel, active inflammation and chronic disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BWT</th>
<th>BWE</th>
<th>T2W signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal bowel</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active inflammation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic disease</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active inflammation with chronic disease†</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Active inflammation may mask chronic disease and fibrosis. Best possible measure of underlying fibrosis is achieved on follow-up MR enterography after treatment and resolution of acute disease.

BWE: Bowel wall enhancement on T1-weighted images; BWT: Bowel wall thickening on post-gadolinium T1-weighted images; T2W signal: T2-weighted signal (increased signal on T2-weighted spectral presaturation attenuated inversion recovery fat-suppressed images).

Data taken from [14,15,27,28].
These methods quantify several enteric parameters, such as bowel wall thickening, luminal narrowing and number of peri-intestinal lymph nodes. While very comprehensive, these techniques demand a significant time investment, which will ultimately limit their clinical application. In addition, these techniques require a unique sequencing of dynamic T1W imaging of the abdomen and pelvis to capture the perfusion pattern of the bowel in its entirety. This imaging requirement frequently leads to compromised imaging of the upper and/or lower field of view, particularly in larger patients. This may compromise both visualization of the entire bowel and also limit assessment of other soft tissues, particularly the liver. Technically, the T1W images are less robust and are susceptible to such technical complications as respiratory and bowel motion along with magnetic field distortions from surgical clips and bowel gas.

We propose a simpler imaging alternative using FS T2W, single-shot, fast spin-echo MRI [22]. This imaging technique demonstrates enhanced specificity for detecting inherent or surrounding bowel wall edema. When this T2W FS technique is coupled with late-vascular or interstitial phase contrast-enhanced, T1W imaging (180 s delayed), we can achieve a comprehensive evaluation of the bowel that discriminates between active inflammation versus quiescent and chronic disease (positive predictive value of 90%, negative predictive value of 94%) (Figures 1–3) [26–28]. In addition, this combined technique can reliably evaluate for such complications of CD as abscesses or fistulae (Figures 4 & 5).

Figure 1. 35-year-old male with active inflammatory Crohn’s disease. (A & B) Coronal and (C & D) axial single-shot T2-weighted MR enterography (A & C) without and (B & D) with spectral presaturation attenuated inversion recovery fat suppression demonstrate (A & C, arrows) extensive bowel wall thickening involving the terminal/distal ileum. There is extensive abnormal increased T2 signal within this thickened bowel wall and extending into the (B & D, arrowheads) extra-enteric soft tissues, indicative of extensive inflammation, which is relatively inconspicuous without fat suppression (compare [A] and [C] without fat-suppression to [B] and [D] with fat-suppression). (E) Coronal and (F) axial postcontrast T1-weighted 3D GRE images demonstrate abnormal enhancement in the (E & F, arrows) thickened wall of the abnormal segment of bowel. Actively inflamed bowel results in bowel wall thickening, an increase in T2 signal, and contrast enhancement. Underlying fibrosis may co-exist but can only be determined after therapy and resolution of inflammation and edema (see text). These findings led to use of immunomodulatory therapy to treat the active disease. Longitudinal MR enterography was used to provide objective monitoring of the treatment response.
Active inflammation of the bowel wall correlates with the presence and extent of bowel wall edema. With this feature in mind, we can accurately distinguish between active inflammation and chronic fibrotic disease by detecting increased signal intensity on T2W FS imaging alongside contrast-enhanced T1W MRE. In 2008, we conducted a study where 81 patients with CD were diagnostically evaluated with CE interstitial phase (180 s delayed) T1W images, plus FS T2W imaging. Using edematous signal and bowel enhancing features as a reliable measure of disease activity, this imaging technique achieved a high degree of accuracy (T2 signal intensity changes with a specificity of 98%; gadolinium-enhanced T1 imaging with a sensitivity of 85%) as compared with conventional methods such as endoscopy, biopsy or surgical pathology [28]. With the addition of more advanced and technically more robust, high-quality, FS, single-shot, T2W imaging, MRE may detect disease activity with greater accuracy than demonstrated by prior MRE techniques [23,26,29–32].

MRE is sensitive to disease activity previously only detectable by surgical resection and otherwise inapparent to more conventional methods. A limitation of MRE is the apparent insensitivity to detecting early changes of CD restricted to the mucosa; however, when coupled with optical methods of mucosal evaluation (endoscopy, capsule endoscopy and biopsy), we possess a complete and comprehensive method to evaluate all stages and sequelae of disease activity [28].

Another limitation of MRE is that this technology and expertise is not ubiquitous. For the pediatric population and for patients with claustrophobia, well-defined MRE imaging may require sedation prior to the exam. As with other MRI techniques, absolute contraindications include metallic fragments in the orbits and other relative limitations including claustrophobia or cardiac devices (uncommon in young CD patients). Despite these constraints, MRE promises an
unparalleled measure of disease activity that can help direct the therapeutic decision pathway either towards surgical or medical management and for monitoring therapy longitudinally (Table 3). Furthermore, MRE can complement other diagnostic modalities, such as capsule endoscopy, by detecting procedural contraindications such as bowel stenosis or obstruction.

Comparison of MRE to disease activity index
CD activity measurements are predominantly subjective measurements. Examples include physician global assessment, Harvey-Bradshaw Index, Crohn's Disease Activity Index (CDAI), and the Pediatric Crohn's Disease Activity Index [33–35]. As expected, comparing MRE's objective measures of disease inflammation to subjective measures of clinical activity resulted in conflicting data. Multiple studies have demonstrated no correlation between MRE findings and CDAI [20,36–38]. Meanwhile, other studies have demonstrated correlation between MRE and CDAI [23,39–41] and correlation between MRE and laboratory markers of inflammation (erythrocyte sedimentation

Figure 3. 37-year-old female with Crohn's disease, recurrent abdominal pain and clinically suspected repeated flares of acute disease. (A) Coronal and (B) axial single-shot T2-weighted images without fat suppression demonstrate a (arrows) thickened and narrowed terminal ileum, with (B, arrowhead) linear serosal adhesions extending into the adjacent mesenteric fat. (C) Axial single-shot T2-weighted image with spectral presaturation attenuated inversion recovery fat suppression shows no abnormal elevated signal in the (C, arrow) terminal ileum or adjacent mesentery, indicating an absence of active inflammation. (D) Coronal delayed postcontrast T1-weighted 3D GRE image demonstrates an (D, arrow) abnormally thickened and enhancing terminal ileum (TI). TI wall thickening with delayed contrast enhancement coupled with the absence of bowel wall edema highlights the imaging features of submucosal fibrosis of the TI, a hallmark feature of chronic Crohn's disease. Resection of the TI with primary ileocolic anastomosis resolved the patient's symptoms. Surgical gross and microscopic pathology corresponded to the MRI findings.
rate/C-reactive protein test) [41–43]. Within the pediatric population, similar results were obtained. Some studies demonstrated a statistically significant correlation between disease on MRE and Pediatric Crohn’s Disease Activity Index [44,45], while others revealed no correlation [43]. When comparing CD activity measurements with direct optical assessment,
similar conflicting results also emerged. Since subjective clinical activity measurements do not necessarily reflect mucosal findings, these studies demonstrated a discordance between inflammation on endoscopy and subjective activity index measurements.

Comparison of MRE to VCE
VCE visualizes the mucosa throughout the entire small intestine with the use of a wireless video capsule. Three studies, all with approximately 20 patients each, have compared MRE to VCE for the detection of intestinal lesions. All three studies concluded that both MRE and VCE identified diseased small bowel; however, VCE was better at identifying small aphthous lesions and at recognizing a greater total number of lesions [31, 46, 47], reflecting our contention that MRE is insensitive to early, mild disease restricted to the mucosa [28].

Comparison of MRE to SBFT/conventional enteroclysis
Historically, SBFT has been recommended for the evaluation of both ulceration and strictures in CD. Gourtsoyiannis et al. published the largest study comparing MRE to SBFT in 52 CD patients. MRE and SBFT were in full agreement in revealing, localizing and estimating the length of bowel involved, and while MRE was poor at detecting superficial ulcers, it was very good at identifying deep ulcers and

Table 3. Relationship between MR findings and therapy optimization in symptomatic patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstruction/fistula</th>
<th>E + T2hi</th>
<th>E + T2lo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstruction from active disease or chronic fibrotic stricture</td>
<td>Treat active disease (e.g., steroids)</td>
<td>Surgical resection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No obstruction or fistula</td>
<td>Treat active disease (e.g., steroids) and consider maintenance regimen (immunomodulators) Use MRE for longitudinal evaluation to show resolution of inflammation (T2hi) and to document baseline underlying fibrosis (E; i.e., conversion of the patient to the next column on the right)</td>
<td>Continue or initiate maintenance regimens (immunomodulators) Consider fibrotic peritoneal tethering causing mechanical pain treatable by surgery Consider longitudinal follow-up MRE to evaluate fibrotic bowel wall thickening for possible fibrotic remodeling and improvement while on maintenance therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fistula</td>
<td>Treat active disease (e.g., steroids), consider immunomodulators and monitor fistula for healing using follow-up MRE Treat abscess by percutaneous drainage and antibiotics</td>
<td>Treat persistent fistula by surgical resection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†It is critically important that both enhanced T1-weighted and T2 imaging are performed with fat suppression. E: Bowel wall thickening and enhancement on post-gadolinium T1W images. Obstruction: Defined as marked dilation of bowel above the diseased segment; MRE: MR enterography; T2hi: High signal intensity in or around the thickened bowel wall indicative of edema and active inflammatory disease; T2lo: Low, normal range signal intensity in or around the thickened bowel wall, showing no edema and associated with quiescent disease.
stenosis [39]. Multiple other studies have also suggested no difference between MRE and SBFT in the detection of active disease and stenosis [48–50]. Meanwhile, MRE shows transmural and deeper soft tissue pathologies that may be undetectable on SBFT [48]. With the current methods of optimized T1W and T2W imaging, MRE yields significant improvements over fluoroscopic techniques for overall detection of disease [14,15,28].

Comparison of MRE to CT scan

Concerns over radiation risks may lead to the underutilization of CT for the longitudinal management of CD [1]. There is a clinical need to provide for optimal use of cross-sectional imaging that is safer than CT imaging and provides at least the same diagnostic yield. MRE satisfies that need by providing a safe nonionizing technology that can be readily obtained without additive or long-term harm. When considering imaging options for the more radiation-sensitive pediatric population, these features of MRE assume even greater importance [45,51,52].

In addition, evolving experience shows that MRE more accurately describes the submucosal pathology of transmural CD, including detection and quantification of inflammation, fibrotic disease and other intra-abdominal complications as compared to other diagnostics, including CT (Table 1). There is an accumulated body of evidence to show that a particular diagnostic strength of MRE over CT is the ability to differentiate inflammation from fibrosis within the submucosa of the bowel wall and within the peri-enteric tissues (Tables 1 & 2) [15,28,53,54]. MRE can show extra-intestinal disease, including bowel obstruction, abscesses, webs, tethering and fistulae. These disease processes may be visualized on MRE with less dependency on enteroclysis-level bowel distension as required for optimal CT imaging, an important technical advantage of MRE.

The advantages of a CT scan include availability and a slight cost differential. The overall cost–benefit is a key measure that remains as yet incompletely evaluated. Studies comparing MRE to CT for the evaluation of small bowel pathology have indicated similar sensitivities in one study [55], better sensitivity for CT in one study [56] and better sensitivity for MRE in a third study [54]. Finally, a meta-analysis of prospective studies concluded that there was no significant difference in diagnostic accuracy between MRE and CT [57]. As we discussed for SBFT, this array of results can be rationalized on the basis that these studies were performed without the advantages of current and more optimized MRE techniques and the latest generation MR systems.

Comparison of MRE to surgical resection specimens

The gold standard for evaluating MRE findings remains comparison to surgical specimens. Punwani et al. evaluated MRE prior to surgical resection in CD (seven fibrostenotic disease and 11 ileal disease unresponsive to treatment) [58]. Their results suggested that increased mural thickness (p < 0.001), high mural T2W signal intensity (p = 0.003) and a layered pattern of enhancement (p = 0.001) reflected histology features of small bowel inflammation in CD. The enhancement pattern of both fibrostenotic tissue and inflamed bowel demonstrated a nonhomogeneous, layered pattern. The authors acknowledged that this layered enhancement pattern might reflect acute inflammation superimposed upon chronic, fibrotic changes. They concluded that MRE images correlated with histological examination of surgical specimens and validated MRE findings against matched histology specimens [58].

Lawrance et al. evaluated MRE findings with surgical resection [59]. Using portal venous phase (60 s delayed), contrast-enhanced imaging, MRE findings were classified as no enhancement, mild hyperenhancement and marked thickening, mild hyperenhancement and marked thickening, and marked transmural hyperenhancement. All patients who had enhancement had mild to florid inflammation. Patients with mild or marked early small bowel enhancement demonstrated improvement to medical treatment, while those patients with mild bowel wall thickening and mild enhancement showed the overall best response to therapy. These results suggest that early phase contrast enhancement is an excellent marker for inflammation with presence and level of active disease correlating with surgical pathology [59].

Comparison of MRE to ultrasound

Ultrasound evaluation of the bowel is shown to have the capacity for demonstrating changes related to CD of the terminal ileum and for the evaluation of perianal disease [60]. Additional technical developments include use of microbubble enhancement. Limitations include the requirement for high level of operator expertise and the inability to explore all segments of small and large bowel systematically. Comparisons
between ultrasound and MRE have been discussed with the conclusion that MRE is the most accurate method for evaluating disease activity [61].

**Summary: recommendations for routine use of MRE in CD**
Within a nonionizing exam, MRE can complement clinical management of CD and can provide a more complete picture of the extent of disease. The paired application of MRE with mucosal visualization and biopsy can lead to better management decisions and therapeutic options. MRE can provide a noninvasive longitudinal measure of disease activity and a measure of submucosal fibrosis. Specifically, MRE may be used in assessing CD as follows:

- Evaluation of extent of small bowel disease at diagnosis;
- Evaluation of disease burden in the symptomatic patient to direct therapeutic management;
- Evaluation for fibrostenotic disease, which may respond better to surgery than escalation of medical therapy;
- Confirmation of clinical remission and consideration for escalation of medical therapy if there is persistent submucosal disease despite clinical remission;
- Evaluation of intra-abdominal complications, including fistulae, tethering, stenosis and abscess;
- Evaluation of perianal disease.

Ultimately, MRE will help improve patient outcomes by assisting clinicians in how to direct the important therapeutic decisions of medical and surgical management.

**Conclusion**
MRE has evolved to produce reproducible high-quality examinations of the small and large bowel to a degree that significantly advances sensitivity and specificity for CD changes. Much of the published comparative literature on MRE is sufficiently old that it was not obtained using current optimized techniques, and this observation accounts for the large range of results. In our experience, CT does not match MRE for producing the soft-tissue contrast useful to reliably delineate between inflammation and chronic changes related to fibrosis. Both of these processes may look identical on CT. On MRE, T₂ signal increases with inflammation and edema, a marker of active CD [28]. The use of single-shot T₂ combined with fat-suppression employing the SPAIR technique is critically important to optimize sensitivity and specificity for active CD on MRE [14,15,28]. The majority of earlier publications either did not use FS T₂ or did not use SPAIR. Other forms of FS, using simple inversion–recovery or chemical shift spoiling, will be either affected by higher noise, less uniform FS, or increased through-plane motion sensitivity to bowel peristalsis [14].

MRE will not detect mild, early disease isolated to the mucosa. This accounts for different results when comparing MRE with endoscopic biopsy and capsule techniques with their detailed evaluation of the mucosa. However, submucosal and deeper disease is often under-represented on endoscopic examinations while detected in exquisite detail by MRE [28].

**Future perspective**
Current MRE techniques have a vital application in the evaluation, management and investigation of patients with CD. The application of MRE is limited by a lag in the medical community’s familiarity with the optimal imaging techniques and diagnostic interpretation; there is need for continued education and an improved understanding of the relationship between specific MRE findings and associated histopathology.

A limitation of MRE remains the motion sensitivity of the 3D gradient echo T₁W acquisitions. New gradient echo methods are being developed that are expected to transform our capacity to acquire these images from freely breathing patients. Such technology will favorably impact patients who require sedation, such as young pediatric subjects. There will also be benefits in reduction in image deterioration from bowel peristalsis.

We expect MRE will fundamentally change our approach to the management and first-line diagnosis of abdominal pain, the most prevalent and yet nonspecific symptom of CD. On the evaluation of disease etiology and therapy, we expect MRE to provide new insights into the relationship between submucosal disease and other related disease manifestations including fat wrapping (also known as creeping fat, i.e., mesenteric fat distorted by fibrotic retraction), mucosal alteration, bowel fibrosténosis and chronic changes of long-term medical therapy. The capacity for safe and noninvasive longitudinal evaluation of patients will facilitate more frequent diagnostic evaluations and allow
MR enterography rationale
- There are a variety of diagnostic techniques available for the evaluation of Crohn’s disease (CD), including endoscopy and biopsy, fluoroscopy, and CT, but clinical judgment has remained the mainstay to support therapeutic decisions.
- MR enterography (MRE) can fulfill an essential, unmet diagnostic need:
  - Scans may be acquired longitudinally as there is no cumulative radiation risk as is the case for CT.
  - Endoscopy and biopsy evaluates only the mucosa, while MRE evaluates the submucosa and deeper bowel wall and extra-enteric tissues.
  - The most serious component of CD, for which most therapy decisions should be based, resides in the deeper tissues that are assessed optimally by MRE as compared to endoscopy and biopsy or other imaging techniques.

MRE technique
- Essential methodological considerations include use of T2-weighted and gadolinium-based chelate contrast-enhanced, T1-weighted imaging:
  - T2 acquisition technique should include single shot, partial Fourier, parallel processing and be obtained both without and with fat suppression.
  - The T1 fat suppression should use spectral adiabatic inversion recovery to improve quality fat suppression for depiction of the bowel–mesentery interfaces.
  - T1 imaging should be acquired using 3D gradient echo with fat suppression.
  - Contrast enhanced 70 s venous and/or 180 s delayed phase T1 fat-suppressed images are essential.

MRE interpretation & clinical strategy to triage nonsurgical & surgical CD
- Increased T2 signal in and surrounding thickened bowel wall is a marker of active disease with inflammation.
- Increased contrast uptake on 3D T1 images within thickened bowel wall is characteristic of CD:
  - If observed without increased T2 signal, this is a marker of fibrosis from chronic disease.
  - If observed with increased T2 signal, this is a marker of active disease.
  - Longitudinal MRE is used to determine post-therapy residual bowel wall thickening and enhancement, a marker of chronic fibrotic changes.
- MRE findings of disease activity and symptoms warrant anti-inflammatory and immune-suppressive/modulatory therapy.
- MRE findings of chronic disease, without inflammation (elevated T2 signal), but with complications of stenosis and obstruction or fistula warrant surgical consideration.
- MRE may be used to confirm remission on therapy.

Future perspective
- MRE has the potential for further delineating the pathogenesis of abdominal pain, the most prevalent and nonspecific of CD patient symptoms.
- Longitudinal assessment of patients using MRE may yield new insights into the nature of submucosal inflammation and its relationship to mucosal disease, fibrostenotic disease, fat wrapping and changes that occur with medical treatment.
- The role of immunomodulatory therapies in potentially altering the natural history of CD remains unknown and longitudinal MRE may provide new insights into the possibility of remodeling fibrotic disease.
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